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ABSTRACT
R eal-T im e D igital Speech. Transm ission O ver The Internet
by
Angelos Angelopoulos
Dr. E.A. Yfantis, Examination Committe Chair 
Professor of Computer Science 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
This thesis describes a complete system for real-time digital speech communica­
tion overthe Internet. A digital speech compressor is described, and a new real-time 
Internet protocol is designed. We focus on the mathematical representation of the 
system as well as its implementation providing pseudo-code routines for all compo­
nents and algorithms. Our contribution stands in a combined solution to the problem 
that removes undesired properties, such as speech clipping and delay, that appeared 
in Internet real-time communication systems implemented in the past.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Undoubtedly, speech communication is at present the most common service in tele­
communication networks. Moreover, during the last decade, the use of digitally en­
coded speech is growing extremely fast. This popularity of digital speech has been 
forecasted to remain steady and, furthermore, dominate over its analogue counterpart.
The attractions of digitally encoded speech become obvious from the fact th a t as 
digitally encoded speech ultimately condenses down to a binary sequence, all of the 
advantages offered by digital systems are available for exploitation. These include 
the ability to process the speech signal (i.e. enhance it under a noisy environment), 
to regenerate the signal (usually when transmitted over an unreliable communication 
channel), to secure the speech information (via cryptographic techniques), and many 
more. Although digital speech posseses many advantages over its analogue counter­
part, it nevertheless requires extra bandwidth for transmission, if it is directly applied 
(without compression). The 64 Kbits/sec Log-PCM and 32 Kbits/sec .ADPCM sys­
tems, which have served the early generations of digital systems well over the last 
decades, have been proven to be inadequate in terms of spectrum efficiency, when 
applied to newer bandwidth limited communication svstems, i.e satellite communica­
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
tions, digital mobile networks, and the most popular of all, the Internet. The Internet 
is a very  ̂special and interesting case, since it is not only a hmited bandwidth commu­
nication system, but also exhibits very unstable behaviour with available bandwidth 
changing constantly. Moreover, a great deal of it is built on an unreliable communi­
cation network, which was originally intended for telephony.
In a response to the requirement for speech compression, feverish research activity 
has been pursued, and, as a result, many different strategies for suitably compress­
ing speech for bandwidth restricted applications have been developed. For digitised 
speech, the signal compression is achieved via elaborate digital signal processing tech­
niques. However, in all of the popular low bit rate speech codecs th a t have been 
developed during the last two decades, the speech information is compressed into a 
few parameters which are then coded for transmission. The decompressed speech ex­
hibits some degradations, which are however acceptable for all practical applications. 
It should be clear th a t the lower bit rate a speech codec provides for speech compres­
sion, the lower the quality of the transm itted speech is expected to be. Therefore, 
a specific speech codec that compresses speech in a specific bit rate is intended for 
a specific class of applications, for which the quality of decompressed speech should 
be acceptable. The term  codec stands for compressor/decompressor, in our case a 
system that can compress and decompress speech.
Real-time speech transmission over the Internet implies low bit rate for digital 
speech, and also small delay in transmission of network packets. The latter is not 
always guaranteed by many Internet protocols, and, on the other hand, the protocols
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
th a t have proved to be stable in terms of transmission delay do not guarantee quality 
of service, that is packets may get lost during transmission, or if they are actually 
delivered to the other end, it is not guaranteed that they are error-free.
From the above discussion, it is clear that besides the digital signal processing 
aspects of digital speech transmission, several communication problems arise. In this 
work, we develop a complete system for real-time digital speech transmission over 
the Internet. Our contribution to this area is a solution that that handles both high 
speech compression and maximum delay guaranteed network transmission in a unified 
manner. We devised a 2.2 Kbits/sec LPC speech codec, which we further altered in 
a way that the synthesizer part operates as a state machine that can generate new 
speech, without input of new' speech parameters. Furthermore, we designed a netwnrk 
protocol that lies on top of the T C P /IP  family of protocols, and is specialized for real­
time delivery of multi-media data. Finally, we implemented a speech communication 
application that makes use of the LPC speech codec, and the new protocol, as one 
unified system. That is, the usage of the network protocol is specialized for the specific 
LPC codec. The application also incorporates an algorithm that prevents speech 
clipping due to asymmetries in the delay of different packets during transmission.
The experimental results were very successful leading to a system th a t allows two 
Internet users to communicate with speech of good quality in real-time. The speech 
transmission is nearly as fast as in the telephony system for local connections, and it 
has a bigger delay, within a limited range however, for long distance, or international 
connections.
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In Chapter 1, we introduce digital speech, and its representation in a digital com­
puter. In Chapter 2, we proceed to digital speech analysis covering issues of filtering, 
windowing, and more advanced theories like LPC analysis, and pitch prediction. In 
Chapter 3, the actual storage and quantization of the speech parameters generated 
by the LPC analysis is described. Chapter 4 includes the full LPC speech codec, and 
also improves upon it to work for real-time digital speech transmission. In Chapter 5, 
we focus on the network problems. We design a real-time transmission protocol. In 
Chapter 6, we describe the full application that makes use of the protocol designed 
in Chapter 5 in conjunction with the LPC codec described in Chapter 4. Finally, 
Chapter 7 includes our conclusions, and future work on this area.
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CH.APTER 2
DIGITAL REPRESENTATIONS OF THE SPEECH WAVEFORM
x ( t ) x(nT)
SAMPLER
x(n)
QUANTIZER
Figure 2.1: General block diagram depicting digital waveform representations.
The general nature of digital speech waveform representations is depicted in Fig­
ure 2.1 [RS78]. As illustrated there, the speech waveform, which can be thought of 
as a continuous function x{t) of a continuous time variable t, is sampled, usually 
periodically in time, to produce a sequence of samples, x{nT),  where T  is the inter­
val between samples. These samples would generally take on a continuum of values. 
Therefore, it is necessary to quantize them to a finite set of values in order to obtain 
a digital representation, that is a sequence x(n), discrete in both time and amplitude.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
S am p lin g  speech signals
Sampling speech signals is identified by the following formula:
x{t) =  x{nT ), —oo < n <  CO (2.1)
where T  is the time interval between samples, and n  takes on only integer values. 
However, before we discuss sampling of speech signals, we should look into the general 
sampling theory.
The conditions under which the sequence of samples in Equation (2.1) is a unique 
representation of the original analog signal are summarized in the following theorem:
T h e o re m  1 I f  a signal x{t) has a band limited Fourier transform X{ju;), such that 
X { ju )  =  0 fo r  IÜ > 2t:F, then x{t) can be uniquely reconstructed from equally spaced 
samples x{nT),  —oc < n < oo, i f  1 /T  > 2F.
The above theorem is known as the Sampling Theorem. F  is called the Nyquist 
frequency.
The effect of sampling is shown in Figure 2.2. In this figure, W  =  2tcF. The 
horizontal axis is the frequency line, and the vertical axis is the amplitude line. It 
can be seen from Figure 2.2 (b) and (c) that the band lim ited Fourier transform of 
the analog signal is duplicated a t every multiple of the sampling frequency. This is 
because the Fourier transform of the sampled signal is evaluated at multiples of the 
sampling frequency. This observation gives us the following relationship:
=  l  +  (2.2)
^  n = — OO
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 2.2: Effects of sampling: (a) original signal spectrum, (b) over-sampled, and 
(c) under-sampled signal spectra.
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It is clear that if the sampling frequency is less than twice the Nyquist frequency, 
the spectra of two adjacent multiples of the sampling frequencies will overlap. The 
distortion caused by high frequencies overlapping low frequencies is called aliasing.
Under the condition 1 /T  > 2F, the Fourier transform of the sampled sequence is 
proportional to the Fourier transform of the analog signal in the base band as follows:
X(eP“^) =  |w| < ^  (2.3)
where is the Fourier transform of the analog signal.
Thus, the original analog signal can be obtained from the sampled signal by in­
terpolation:
4 4  =  Z  (2.4)
n = — 0 0  j *
=  ^  x[nT)  sinh(0)
n=—OO
where o  =  7r(t — n T )/T .
Therefore, if the sampling frequency is at least twice the Nyquist frequency, then 
the original signal can be recovered completely from its sampled version.
In speech signals, the maximum frequency is 4 KHz, thus sampling speech at 
8 KHz is sufficient in order to recover the original speech waveform. For applications 
that require ver>- high quality of speech, the sampling is performed at 11 KHz.
Q uantization
The term quantization describes the process of converting a continuous-amplitude 
signal to a discrete-amplitude signal. When each continuous value is quantized sepa­
Reprociuceci with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproctuction prohibitect without permission.
rately, the process is known as scalar quantization, whereas when a set of amplitude 
values are quantized jointly as a single vector, the process is known as vector quan­
tization. The main diSerence is that a scalar quantizer maps each value to another 
value, while a vector quantizer maps a vector of size N  to a  vector of size M, where 
generally M  < N.
Quantization is a  large theorj" by itself. However, in digital speech representations, 
the most common approach is the use of a simple quantizer, which matches each 
sampled continuous value with the closest discrete value. This quantizer is called 
uniform quantizer. The space of discrete values used during quantization affects the 
quality of captured digital speech. Traditionally, speech has been quantized using as 
space of discrete values either the range [0,255], or [—32768,32767], which correspond 
to 8-bit and 16-bit words, respectively, in a digital computer. It should be obvious 
that the greater the range of discrete values is, the more accurate the quantization 
process is. Usually, for digital speech analysis, samples of speech are quantized into 
16-bit words producing digital speech with quality similar to telephony speech quality.
For more details on quantization, see [JN84].
In Appendix .A..1, two plots of digital speech are depicted.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER 3
SPEECH SIGNAL ANALYSIS
The traditional speech codecs classify the speech signal as voiced or un^'oiced. A 
voiced speech segment is known by its relatively high energy* content, as well as its 
periodicity, which is called the pitch of voiced speech. The unvoiced part of the 
speech, on the other hand, looks more like random noise. However, it is not always 
possible to separate the voiced and unvoiced parts of speech: th a t is there are some 
parts of speech that are neither voiced nor unvoiced, but a mixture of the two. These 
are usually called the transition regions, where there is a change from voiced speech 
to unvoiced speech, or vice versa. In Appendix A.2, a voiced and an unvoiced speech 
waveform are shown.
In a variety of speech applications, from speech coding to speech recognition, it 
is of interest to eliminate entirely some frequency components of the signal (usually 
corresponding to emironmental noise), a process referred to as frequency selection 
filtering. Filtering, in general, refers to a system that changes the shape of the 
spectrum of a signal, and several filtering techniques ^\ill come up in our discussion 
later.
Before speech signal analysis is performed, the speech is, traditionally, processed
10
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by a pass-band filter, that eliminates ail frequencies outside the region 0-4 KHz that 
includes the speech signal spectrum. For further smoothing of the input signal, a 
pre-emphasis filter is applied.
Furthermore, before speech analysis, the signal is usually windowed, using one 
of the several different windowing techniques. The role of a window function is to 
determine the portion of the signal that is to be processed by zeroing out the signal 
outside the region of interest. Note that the speech signal is analyzed in parts, called 
analysis frames, or simply frames.
One of the most powerful speech analysis methods is Linear Predictive Coding 
(LPC). In LPC analysis, the short term correlations between speech samples are 
modelled and removed by a short order filter. Another powerful method is pitch 
prediction. In pitch prediction, the long term correlation of speech samples is modelled 
and removed.
Pass-band filtering
In Figure 3.1. ideal low-pass, high-pass, and band-pass filters are shown. A low- 
pass filter — Figure 3.1 (a) — passes only low-pass frequencies, and attenuates or 
rejects high-pass frequencies. Likewise, a high-pass filter — Figure 3.1 (b) — passes 
only high frequencies, and a pass-band filter — Figure 3.1 (c) — passes a band 
of frequencies. In each case, the cut-off frequencies are the frequencies defining the 
boundaries between frequencies that are passed and frequencies tha t are rejected. The 
band of frequencies that are passed is called pass-band. while the band of frequencies
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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that are cut is called stop-band. An ideal frequency selection filter is a filter tha t 
passes a set of frequencies without any distortion, and completely rejects all other 
frequencies.
(a )
-CÛ
( b )
-CÙ. CO.
-CO
(c )
-C O . CO.
-CO
-C O ,'c2 -C O ,'cl CO,'cl CO,'c2
Figure 3.1: Ideal frequency selection filters.
An ideal low-pass filter with cut-off frequency Wc passes frequencies u  in the range 
'c < -  < -c- That is, the frequency response (the response to the delta function)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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of such a filter is:
1, W <  UJc
(3.1)
0, |w| >  Wc
The corresponding responses for high-pass, and band-pass filters can be derived sim­
ilarly. Pass-band filtering of a speech signal can be performed via combined use of a 
high-pass filter and a low-pass filter.
Ideal filters are quite useful in describing idealized system configurations for a 
variety of applications. However, they are not realizable in practice and must be 
approximated. Furthermore, even if they could be realized, some of the characteristics 
of ideal filters might make them undesirable for practical applications, and a non-ideal 
filter might in fact be preferable.
Linear filters 
F in i te  Im pu lse  R e sp o n se  (F IR ) filters
.An FIR  filter produces an output, y(n), that is the weighted sum of the current and 
past inputs. x(n):
y{n)  =  boxiji) + bix{n — I ) b2x{n — 2 )  \-bqX{n — q)
=  ^  bjx{n -  j )  (3.2)
j = 0
where q is called the order of the filter.
In Figure 3.2, a diagram of an FIR filter is depicted with z~^ denoting a unit 
delav.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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x(n-l) x(n-2) x(n-q)
y(n)
Figure 3.2: An FIR filter.
Consider supplying this filter with a sine wave, x(n) = sm{unT)  ([OW96]):
y(^) =  Y .  sin(o;(n -  j )T )
j= 0
Using the identity sin(0 +  0) =  sin 9 cos à + cos 9 sin 0, we obtain:
z/(n) =  ^  bj (sin(wT%T) cos{—ijjT)  +  cos(wnT) sin{—u jT ) )
j=o
=  cos(—cjjT) I sm{u!TiT) 4- I ^  sin{—tjjT )b j  j cos{u>nT)
\ j = 0  J  \ j = o  J
Hence the output is a sinusoid with amplitude:
and phase:
Ÿ, àj co s(-w jT ) +  £  s in (-w jT )
<j=0 J  \ j = 0
_ 1  / E j= o6 jS in (-w ;T )\  
lq = o 6 ;C o s ( - i^ jT ) j
Hence the filter coefficients may be obtained from the Fourier transform of the 
desired filter response.
FIR filters are computationally expensive to implement, however they they do not 
introduce any phase distortions. They are used mostly in digital processing of high
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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quality speech, for specialized applications.
In Figure 3.3, a pseudo-code routine for a 31-st order, low-pass F IR  filter is shown.
In fin ite  Im p u lse  R esp o n se  (H R ) filters
An HR filter produces an output, y[n), that is the weighted sum of the current and 
past inputs, x(n), and also past outputs.
Generally, an HR filter is described by a formula of the form:
p ?
yip) =  Y .  (^!/(" - 0  +  5 1 -  j)  (3.3)
t = l  j = 0
If p =  0, then the system represents an FIR filter.
A diagram of a simple HR filter unth p =  2 and ç =  2 is shown in Figure 3.4.
HR filters are much more computationally efiScient than F IR  filters, but they 
cannot be designed to have exact linear phase.
In Figure 3.5. a pseudo-code routine for a 2-nd order high-pass H R filter is shown.
Pre-em phasis
A pre-emphasis filter for a signal s(n) is described by the following formula:
Sp(n) =  as{n  — 1) (3.4)
It is clear that Sp(n) differs from s{n) by a factor e(n). Thus: 
e(n) =  s(n) — Sp(n) =  s(n) — as{n  — 1) =>
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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procedure LPF (R eal SpeechQ.Integer Size,R eal OutputQ) := 
for z := 0 , . . .  ,Size—1
Output[z] := —0.0006341705 (Speech[z]+Speech[2 — 30]);
Output[z] := Output[z]—0.0097201988 (Speech[z — 1]+Speech[z — 29]); 
Output[z] := Output[z]—0.0105179986 (Speech.[z — 2]-f-Speech[z — 28]); 
Output[z] := Output[z]—0.0083479648 (Speech[z — 3]+Speech[z — 27]); 
Output[z] := 0utput[z]+0.0005860774(Speech[z — 4]-hSpeech[z — 26]); 
Output[z] := 0utput[z]+0.0130892089 (Speech[z — 5]-i-Speech[z — 25]);
Output[z] := Output[z]—0.0260797087(Speech[z — 9]-rSpeech[z — 21]); 
Output[z] := Output[z]—0.0455563702 (Speech[z — 10]-f-Speech[z — 20]) 
Output[z] := Output[z]—0.0403068550 (Speech[z' — ll]+Speech[z — 19]) 
Output[z] := 0utput[z]-r-0.0005029835 (Speech[z' — 12]+Speech[z — 18]) 
Output[z] ;= Output[z]+0.1572008878 (Speech[z — 13]+Speech[z — 17]) 
Output[z] := O utput[i]+0.2247288674 (Speech[z — 14]+Speech[z — 16]) 
Output[z] := Output[z]+0.2505359650Speech[z — 15]; 
e n d  for z 
e n d  p ro c e d u re
Figure 3.3: A pseudo-code routine for a 31-st order, low-pass FIR filter with cut-off 
frequency at 3200 Hz.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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y(n)
Figure 3.4: An HR filter.
e^(n) =  [s{n) — as(n — 1)]  ̂ =
5"(n) — 2as(n)s(n  — 1) 4- a^s^(n — I) —>
£ ’[e‘ (n)] =  £’[s“(n) — 2as(n)s(n  — 1) +  Q^s"(n — 1)] =>
E[e~{n)] = E[s“(n)] 4- -  1)] — 2a£ '[s(n)s(n  — 1)]
£-[e-(n)] =  R-{0)-ha '^R '^{0)-2aRil)
where R(0) is the auto-correlation function with lag 0, and R{1) is the auto-correlation 
function with lag 1. We want to find the a  that minimizes the mean-squared error.
so:
dE[e~{n)]
do.
=  2aR^(0) — 2i?(l) =  0
and we obtain:
a  = R{i)
R (0)
Experimental results showed that o. 6  [0.96,0.99]. After the pre-emphasis, we
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procedure H PF (R eal SpeechQ,Integer Size) := 
Initialization:
Ml := 0, Zi2 := 0, Z21 :=  0, Z22 := 0 ;
Filtering:
for Î := 0 , . . .  .Size—1 
s :=  Speech[z] :
e :=  s +  1.859076 Zn — 0.8648249 Z21 ; 
s :=  e — 2 Zii 4-  Z21 !
2 ii :=  e ;
e 5 +  1.935715 Z12 -  0.9417004 Z22 : 
s :=  e — 2 Z12 4- Z2 2  ;
Z 22 : =  Z 12  ;
Z12 :=  e ;
Speech[z] := 0.902428 s ; 
end  for i 
en d  p rocedure
Figure 3.5: .A. pseudo-code routine for a 2-nd order high-pass HR filter with cut-off 
frequency at 100 Hz.
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compute the signal x{n):
x{n)  =  s{n) — Sp(n) =  s{n) — as{n — 1) (3.5)
It is E[x{n)] = 0, and the variance of the signal x{n) is:
al  = E[x^{n)] — E ‘̂ [x{n)] =  E[x-{n)] = E[{s{n) — as{n — 1))^]
and if we do the computations, we end up with:
cr̂  =  (1 -r Q!̂  — 2aR[l))o^
If we consider that i?(l) =  1, then we get:
= a)^oj (3.6)
thus the variance of x(n) is much smaller than the variance of the signal s{n).
Note that the inverse pre-emphasis filter is also described by Equation (3.5).
W indow ing
The windowing of a signal s(n) with a  window function w{n) to produce the signal 
Su;(n) is applied as follows:
5«,(n) =  s{n)w{n) (3.7)
n = Ü
where N  is the length of the sequence s(n).
There are several windows with different characteristics, however the most popular 
of them is the Hamming window. The Hamming window function is defined as:
0.54 — 0.46 cos(27Tj^l^), n € [ 0 ,  W  —1]
w{n) =  < (3.8)
0, [0. W  -  1]
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where IV is the size of the Hamming window.
In Figure 3.6, a plot of a Hamming window is shown.
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Figure 3.6: A Hamming window.
The purpose of windowing the input speech signal is to separate the signal into 
frames that are short-tim e stationary, and, thus, can be separately processed.
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LPC analysis
In general signal processing, before analysis is performed on a system, a theoretical 
model of this system is constructed. In speech processing, the source filter model of 
speech synthesis is generally used as a means of analysis. A simplified block diagram 
of this model is shown in Figure 3.7 [AS87].
Pitch Period
V oiced/U n voiced 
Switch LPC
Coefficients
Impulse
Train
Generator
Time
I ► Varying
v.(n) Filter s(n)x(n)
Random
Noise
Generator
Figure 3.7: General block diagram of a simplified source filter model of speech syn­
thesis.
In this model, the input, called excitation signal is generated from either an im­
pulse train (for voiced speech), or random noise (for unvoiced speech). The synthe-
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sized speech is then produced by the following difference equation:
p
s{n) =  Gx{n) -f- ^  ajs{n — j)  
j=i
(3.9)
Equation (3.9) is known as the L P C  difference equation, since it formulates an LPC 
system, also known as short-term predictor (STP). It simply states that the value of 
the present output, s{n), is obtained by summing the weighted present input, Gx{n),  
and a weighted sum of the past output values. In LPC analysis, the problem is to 
determine the set of parameters ay, j  =  1 , . . .  ,p, which is known as the LPC filter. 
A related problem is the determination of the optimal LPC filter order, p, that is the 
p that will achieve the best prediction of the present output value, s(n).
If Œj represents the estimate of ay for j  =  1 , . . .  ,p, the error in the prediction of 
s{n) is given by:
p
e(n) =  s(n) -  ^ a y s ( n  — j)  (3.10)
i=i-
The error e{n) is often referred to as the residual.
It is now possible to determine the estimates by minimising the mean squared 
error È  given by:
E  =  E{e~{n)\  =  E
1 2'
(3.11)
Setting the partial derivatives of E  with respect to Qy to zero for y"= 1 , . . .  ,p, we
get:
- Ê a j S ( n - i )
3=1
.s(n — f) > =  0, i =  1 , . . . ,  p (3 .12)
If we assume tha t the signal of our model is stationary, then the expectations in 
Equation (3.12) can be replaced by finite summations over a short length of speech
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samples. Thus, we obtain the following formula:
^ay(p„(z,y ) =  p„(z,0), z =  l , . . . , p  (3.13)
j= i
where On{i-j) =  E{s{n — j)s{n  — z)} =  Em=o ~  -  j),  where N  is the size
of the LPC analysis frame. Note that the assumption of stationarity is untrue over a 
long duration of sampled speech. However, it is realistic for short segments of speech 
that have also been windowed (see Section 3).
Solutions to LPC analysis
There are three approaches in the solution of Equation (3.13), the auto-correlation 
m ethod [RS78], the covariance method [SX85], and the so-known lattice methods 
[M77l. We will discuss the auto-correlation method, since it is the simpler one to 
implement, it is faster, and with careful choice of windowing and fine precision arith­
metic is an equally stable and robust method as the other two.
Earlier in our discussion, we came up with the formula:
-N’-rp—1
OniiJ)  =  -  Os(nz - ; ) ,  l < i < P : 0 < j < p  (3.14)
771=0
or
-N — I—(i—j)
O n { iJ )=  s{m)s{m-r i -  j ) .  1 <  z <  p, 0 <  j  <  p (3.15)
771=0
Equation (3.15) can be reduced to the short-time auto-correlation function, as 
given bv:O
o .( ' .; )  =  A(|z -  Jl). 1 < z <  p. 0 <  ;  <  p (3.16)
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where
N - l - j
=  Y  s ( m ) s { m + j )
m = 0
(3.17)
Therefore, Equation (3.13) can be written as:
Y  OijRili -  il)  =  R[i), l < i < p
j=i
or in a normal m atrix form:
R{0) R{1) . . .  R ( p - 1)
R (l) ..............  R { p - 2 )
(3.18)
R{p - 1) A(0)
*1 ■
a i R{1)
ao
=
A(2)
R(p)
The above p x p  matrix is symmetrical and all the elements along a given diagonal 
are equal, thus it is a Toeplitz matrix. Therefore, its inverse matrix can be computed 
very efficiently using Durbin’s algorithm, which is a recursive process described by
the following formulas:
ki =
E(0) =  R(0)
E( i  - 1) 
a.-'* = fci
, I < i < P
(3.19)
(3.20)
(3.21)
(3.22)
(3.23)
-kia \^_f i ,  l < j < i  
E(i)  =  (1 -
.A.fter solving Equations (3.20) to (3.23) recursively for i =  1 ,... ,p, the ay are:
=  l < i < p  (3.24)
In Figure 3.8, two pseudo-code routines are shown for the solution of LPC analysis.
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p ro ce d u re  CACF (R eal SpeechQ,Integer S ize,Integer p. R ea l ACFQ) := 
for i := 0 ,.. - ,p
k := Size—f ; ACF[f] :=  0.0 ;
for j  := Q,.. , , k  ACF[z] ;= ACF(z]-|-Speech[y]*Speech[y -F z] ; 
end  p ro ced u re
p ro c e d u re  D u rb in  (R eal ACFQ,Integer p .R eal AQ, R ea l V ar Gain) :=  
se t .\2[0..p ] :=  A3[0..p ] :=  { 0 .0 ,0 .0 ,..., 0.0 }; e :=  ACF[0] ; 
for z := I , . . .  ,p
A[z] := ACF[z] ; 
for j  := 1 , . . . ,  z
A3[j] := A2[i] ;
A[z] :=  A[z']-ACF[z--i] ;
A[i] := A[z]/e ; A2[z] :=  A[z] ;
for j  := l , . . . , z  A2[i] :=  A3[i]+A[;]*A3[z -  ;
e := 1.0-A[z]*A[z] ;
Gain := e; 
end  p ro ced u re
Figure 3.8: The routine CACF computes the auto-correlation function, and the 
routine Durbin realizes the Durbin recursion. The D urbin  routine also computes 
the gain.
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P itch  prediction
The objective of this stage of speech analysis is to further flatten the signal spec­
trum . that is to remove any remaining fine structure. Unlike the LPC analysis, it 
exploits correlation between the speech samples that are one pitch or multiple pitch 
periods away. For this reason, the pitch predictor is usually called the long-term 
predictor (LTP).
If r{n) is the residual of the STP (the original signal after subtracting the LPC 
inverse filtered signal), the LTP can be formulated as follows:
p [
s{n) =  Gx{n) -f- Y  — j)  -r Y  ^jZ'(n — T  -  j)  (3.25)
j=i j=-i
where T  is the pitch period, bj, j  =  —I , . . . ,  /  are the pitch coefficients which reflect 
the amount of correlation between the distant samples, and 21 is the order of the 
pitch filter.
Our goal is to determine estimates ( a y ,  r , /3y) of the model parameters (c j.T , 6 y ) ,  
and then the prediction error is given by:
e(n) =  s(n) -  Y  -  j )  -  Y  ~  ^  ~  J) {2.26)
y = i  j = - f
The mean squared error solution to Equation (3.26) is not as straightforward as 
for the LPC analysis due to the presence of the delay factor r . To overcome this 
hurdle, a sub-optimal approach is taken [H83]:
If one assumes that the pitch spectrum information of the residual r{n) 
is close to the pitch spectrum information of the input signal s{n), then
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the aj  can be found from LPC analysis, and then the residual r{n) can be 
used to solve for the (/?y, r )  using Equation (3.26). This procedure is near 
optimal provided the long-term lag r  is greater than the LPC analysis 
frame size, that is r  > N.
Thus, by removing the STP effect from Equation (3.26), we obtain:
e(n) =  r(n ) -  Y  /)jr(n -  r  — j )  
j=-r
Following the mean squared error procedure, as in LPC analysis, we get:
(3.-27)
Z  j )  =  A (r +  i. 0), - I  < i <  I
j=-f
or, in normal matrix form:
where
! ' ( - / ,  - I ) . . .  y ( - A / ) A (T -L ,0 )
y ( L , - / ) . . .  V (A /) .  .
R ( t  -f 1. 0)
v - i
m = 0
(3.28)
i?(r-f-z, 0) =  ^  r(m  — r  — z)r(m) (3.29)
m = 0
iV - l
F'(z,j) =  ^  r(m  — r  — z)r(m — r  — y), —I < i , j < I  (3.30)
The 3j can be computed by inverting V{i, j )  using Cholesky’s decomposition (see 
[PTVF92]). The procedure is similar to the solution for LPC coefficients.
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Pitch detection
In the above procedure, it is assumed that the pitch lag r  has already been found. 
To determine r , various pitch detection algorithms can be used. These include the 
auto-correlation method [R77], the average magnitude difference function (AMDF) 
method [̂ C90], and the maximum likelihood method [W76]. For simplicity, the auto­
correlation method is described below.
The auto-correlation method relies on waveform similarity, and computes the pitch 
by comparing the similarity between the original signal and its shifted version. The 
key problem with this approach is the quantitative definition of similarity. There are 
several different similarity measures, however the majority are based on the minimi­
sation of a quadratic distance function of the general form [NI77]:
Y  |s(n) - s ( n  +  r)|* (3.31)
jn= 0
where .V is the LPC analysis frame size, and r  is the amount of shift. For the 
auto-correlation method, k = 2.
The auto-correlation method is a direct similarity criterion as above with k = 2:
^("^) =  l^(” ) +  (3 32)
m = 0
In Figure 3.9, a pseudo-code routine that calculates the pitch period is shown.
In .A.ppendix A.3, a voiced speech waveform is shown, along with the residuals 
after subtracting the STP effect (LPC residual), and the LTP effect (pitch residual).
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p ro c e d u re  C a lc P itc h P e r io d  (R eal SpeechQ,Integer Size. R e a l V ar Period.
In teger M inPeriod,Integer MaxPeriod,
R eal .-VCO) :=
Period=0.0:
CalcACs(Speech.Size,MinPeriod.MaxPeriod,AC); 
maxAC := 0.0;
fo r i := MinPeriod to  MaxPeriod
if (-A.CQ] > maxAC) Period := i\ 
if  (maxAC/ACO < 0.4) Period := 0; 
e n d  p ro ced u re
Figure 3.9; This routine finds the pitch period using the auto-correlation method. The 
routine C a leA C s(R eal SpeechQ,Integer Size.Integer Start, In te g e r  End) com­
putes the auto-correlations R(Start) to E(End) for SpeechQ. The C a lc P itc h P e r io d  
routine also uses a measure for voicing, and. if this frame corresponds to unvoiced 
speech, then it returns a period of 0. This is a crude measurement that worked sat­
isfactorily in our case. For more sophisticated methods of voiced/unvoiced decisions 
on segments of speech, see [CT86j.
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CHAPTER 4
LPC PARAMETER QUANTIZATION
Linear prediction coding is a ver}- poweful technique, as it represents a frame of 
speech using few parameters. The quantization of the LPC parameters, however, is 
an equally important aspect of a speech LPC codec, because the LPC parameters are 
real numbers that require a significant amount of bits. The minimization of the space 
required to capacitate the LPC parameters, without introducing additional distortion 
to the recovered speech is the objective of the LPC quantization procedure, which 
has a ttracted  a great deal of research for the last two decades.
popular methodology' for LPC parameter quantization is the line spectral fre­
quency (LSF) representation of the LPC parameters. In the next two sections, we 
describe the LPC to LSF. and the LSF to LPC transformations. For more details 
on the history of alternative ways to represent the LPC coefficients, see [A83], [C87], 
ISJ84!. and [SN85]. The quantization method of the LSFs is also described in Sec­
tion 4.
30
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LPC to LSF transform ation
Let Ap{z) = OiiZ~̂  where p is the order of the LPC filter. To derive the LSFs 
from the LPC parameters, we proceed as follows, where it is assumed that the LPC 
filter is stable and the order is even: We observe that Ap{z) can be decomposed to
a set of two transfer functions, one having an even symmetry, and the other having
an odd symmetry. This can be accomphshed by taking a difference and sum between 
Ap{z) and its conjugate function.
We first define the conjugate function of -4p(z) as:
Bp(z) =  (4.1)
We also define:
P;^i(z) =  A p(z)-B p(z) (4.2)
Qp+i{z) =  Ap{z) + Bp{z) (4.3)
=> Ap{z) — -[Pp+i{z)+Qp+i{z)] (4.4)
Substituting Equation (4.1) into (4.2), we get:
Pp+i(z) = Ap(z) -  z-(P+^Up(z-Q
=  1 4- (Ofi. — (yp)z~^ H h (Ofp — Q:i)z~^ —
p+1
^ - r i ( z )  =  z - ( p + : )  ( 4 . 5 )
1 = 0
where is generally complex. Likewise, from Equations (4.3) and (4.1), we obtain:
p+i
+  (4-6)
i=0
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Two roots of these equations are ±1, thus, Equations (4.5) and (4.6) reduce to:
p '(z) =
1 — z
P'{z) — A qẐ  -r -r Ap (4. i )
and
Q'{z) =
Q'{z) =  B qz  ̂ -F B \ z  ̂  ̂ -F - - ' -F Bp ( 4 .8 )
where
Ao =  1
Bo =  1
Afc =  Qfc — Op-i-fc +  A k - i
B k  — Oik Qipj.i—k B k —i
for k = 1 . . . . .  p.
The LSFs are the angular positions of the roots of P'{z) and Q'{z) in the range 
■O.TTj (they occur in complex conjugate pairs in the range [0,2-]). Furthermore, they 
all lie on the unit circle, and the roots of P'{z) and Q'{z) alternate with each other 
on the unit circle.
Note tha t the order of Equations (4.7) and (4.8) can be reduced to p/2:
P'{z)  =  Aqz^ - f  A \ z^  ̂ -F • • • -F Aiz +  Aq
=  z^/^[Ao(zP/- +  z-P>-) - r  A,(zP/--^ - F  z-P /2-') + ---- . 4 p / 2 ]  (4.9)
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and
Q (z) =  B qẐ  4- B\Z^  ̂ -r  ■ • * 4“ B \ Z  4- Bq
=  zP/-[Bo(z^/- 4- z-P/2) 4- Bi(zP/^-- 4- Z-P/--Q  ^  - 4- Bp/o] (4.10)
We can restrict z to be on the unit circle, since aU roots are on the unit circle,
that is z =  and z  ̂ 4- z~' =  2 cosw. Then, Equations (4.9) and (4.10) become:
P'{z) = 2e-'̂ ‘̂ '-[Aocos{^(~) 4- A iC os(^  “oj) -i------------ F -Ap/o] (4.11)
and
Q'(z) =  2e^^^~[Bocos{~jL!) 4- BiCos(^-^—u;) 4- • • • 4- —Bp/2] (4.12)
By expanding the complex exponentials to sines and cosines and denoting x  = 
co.9..̂ '. Equations (4.11) and (4.12) can be solved for x. For example, with p =  10. the 
following are obtained:
Bio(x) =  16.4qx^ 4- 8A%x  ̂ 4- (4A 2 — 2GAo)x^ 4- (2A 3 — 8A% jx"
4-(5Aq — 3.42 4- A s)x  4- (.4i — .43 4- O.5A 3)
and
Qjg(x) =  IOBqX  ̂ 4 - 8Bix'^ 4 - (4 B2  — 20Bo)x^ 4- (2 B 3 — 8Bi)x~
4-(5Bq — 3 B2 4 - Bfi)x 4- (Bi — B3 4- O.5 B 5 )
where x G [—1.1], since the mapping x =  cos w maps the upper semi-circle on the 
plane of complex numbers to the real interval [—1.1]. Note th a t the root correspond­
ing to the lowest line spectral frequency is the one nearest to 4-1.
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The LSFs are then given by:
LSF{i) = — , l < i < p  (4.13)
where T  is the sampling period.
As it was shown above, the computation of LSFs involves finding the roots of 
polynomials of high degree. In most implementations of LPC codecs, the order of 
the LPC filter, p, ranges from 8 to 16, which means th a t the polynomials for LSF 
conversion range in degree from 4 to 8. Moreover, this computation must be fast for 
the codec to be real-time.
There are several different techniques to approximate the roots of polyuomials 
of degree 5 (p =  10 in our implementation of LPC speech codec). Most of them, 
however, require a considerable amount of computations. In our case, though, things 
are considerably easier, since the roots of the polynomial are in [—1,1]. Thus, we 
can expand polynomials P'[x) and Q'{x) to two Chebyshev polynomial sets [KR86]. 
Therefore, to reduce the amount of computations, we use the following scheme pro­
posed by D.E. Knuth in [K81], to compute the roots of a Chebyshev polynomial 
p(^^(x) of degree g:
1. Set p =  3 and construct the polynomial p^^\x).
2. Start with an arbitrary estimate s (in our case s =  1 seems a good choice).
3. Evaluate p(s) using the linear time formula:
/^®^(Xq) =  üq +  Xo(Oi -r Xo(ü2 -F • • • 4 -  XqC j)) • • •)
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storing the intermediate coefficients which are called deflated coefficients.
4. If p(s) =  0, then:
(a) Set root Xg = s.
fb) If p > 3 decrease p by 1, construct the new polynomial (x) from the
deflated coefficients of the prerious step, and go to step 2.
(c) Otherwise, solve the quadratic (x) to find Xg, x%, and return.
5. Otherwise, incrementally refine the estimate s by successive bisections of the
root interval and go to step 3.
For more details, see [K81].
In Figure 4.1, a pseudo-code routine that converts the LPC parameters to LSFs 
is shown (for p =  10).
Note that faster root search caxi be accomplished by exploiting the fact th a t the 
change from one LSF vector to the next is not too drastic in most cases. Thus, by 
using the previous values as the starting estimates for solving the roots, the number 
of iterations required per root is considerably reduced. Experimental results showed 
that, in the worst case, the new scheme performs two times faster, and on the average 
is much faster.
Appendix .A..4 shows typical trajectories for 10 LSFs.
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p ro c e d u re  L P C 2L S F  (R eal LPCQ,Integer O rder,R eal LSFQ) := 
se t A[0..Order] :=  B[0..Order] :=  {1,0..0}; 
fo r i :=  1..Order
A[i] ;= LPC[i — l] - LPC[Order+l — i — 1] -F A[z — 1]:
B[z] := LPC[z — 1] - LPC[Order-Fl — z — 1] - B[z — 1];
P[5] :=  16A[0j: P[4] :=  8A[l];
P[3] :=  4A[2] - 20 A[Oj; P[2] := 2 A[3] - 8A[1];
P[l] :=  5 A[0] - 3 A[2] +  A[4]; P[0] := A[l] - A[3] -F A[5]/2:
A p ro x P o ly  R o o ts  (P,Order/2,x); 
fo r z :=  O..Order/2 LSF[z']=^2Q ^;
Q[5] := 16B[0|; Q[4] := 8B[l];
Q[3] :=  4B[2] - 20B[0]; Q[2] := 2B[3] - 8B[1];
Q[l] :=  5 B[0] - 3 B[2] +  B[4]; Q[0] ;= B[l] - B[3] -F B[5]/2:
A p ro x P o ly  R o o ts  (Q,Order/2,x); 
fo r z :=  0.-Order/2 LSF[z-F0 rder/2 ]=^^A_d^- 
e n d  p ro c e d u re
Figure 4.1: This routine converts the LPC coefficients to LSFs. The routine A p ro x - 
P o ly R o o ts (R e a l PolyCoeffsQ,Integer Degree,Real RootsQ) implements the scheme 
described above for polynomial root approximation. Order is 10 and x  is a vector of 
size 5: X =  [x i,. . .  ,Xs].
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LSF to L P C  transform ation
Given the line spectral frequencies LSF{i) ,  for i =  , p,  the LPC coefficients
can be computed as follows: First, the LSF{i)  are converted to the x, from Equa­
tion (4.13):
Xi =  —2 cos(27tT  L S  F  (i)) (4.14)
The LPC coefficients o, can be simply found by multiplying out the product terms 
of Equations (4.5) and (4.6), thus obtaining two equations of the form:
Pp+i(z) =  So +  5 i z - '  +  --- +  5pZ-P +  5p+iz-(P^'^ (4.15)
Qp+i(z) =  T o ^ T i z - ^ +  --- + T p z - ^ (4.16)
where St,7j, i = 1 . . . .  ,p are known.
Therefore, equating the terms of (4.5) and (4.15), and (4.6) and (4.16), we obtain:
So =  1
To =  1
Sp+i =  - 1
TpT-l =  1
and
Ot =  1(71 + St)
Op+i-t =  i ( T  -  St)
> 2 =  1 ,. . .  ,p /2  (4.17)
In Figure 4.2. a pseudo-code routine that converts LSFs to LPC coefficients is 
shown.
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p ro ce d u re  L S F 2L P C  (Real LSF[].In teg e r  Order,Real LPCQ) := 
se t top[O..Order-l-2] := bottom[O..Order-i-2] := {0..0};
se t zTop[O..Order-i-2] := zBottom[0..Order-l-2j ;= sum[O..Order+2] := {0..0};
se t impulse[O..Order-r2] := {1,0-0};
for p :=  0 to  Order Xp := —2cos(27rrL5P(p));
for p :=  0 to  Order-l-2
top[0] :=  InitDelay: bottom[0] :=  InitDelay; i :=  0; j  :=  1; m  :=  1; 
fo r k := I to  Order s tep  2
top[^] := Tt top [A: -  l]-l-zTop[A: — 1]; 
top[& -r 1] := top [A: — l]-f-zTop[A:]; 
bottom[A:] := Xj  bottom[A: — l]-t-zBottom[A: — 1]; 
bottom[A: 4-1] := bottom[A: — l]-fzBottom[A:]; 
sum[m] := sum[m — l]4-top[A:]4-bottom[fc]; 
i  := i 4- 2; j  := z 4-1; m := m -j-1; 
for k := 1 t o  Order zTop[A:]:=top[A:]; zBottom[A:]:=bottom[A:];
ST[p] :=  impulse[p]-(sum[Order/2]-i-top[Order]-bottom[Order]); 
InitDelay : = —0.5 impulse[p]: 
for p :=  0 to  Order LPC[p] := -lS T [p ]; 
e n d  p ro ce d u re
Figure 4.2: This routine converts the LSFs to LPC coefficients.
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Scalar quantization o f th e  LSFs
Numerous LSF quantization schemes were developed the last two decades. They 
can be categorized based on the following two criteria:
• whether they have memory or not, and
• whether they are vector or scalar quantizers.
In this section, we will discuss a mem-uyless, scalar LSF quantizer, which we will 
improve upon in the next chapter. Scalar quantization has the advantage that it 
is simple to implement and is more robust than all other methods, especially under 
error conditions. The LSF quantizer we describe here was obtained via the LBG 
training algorithm [LBG80]. Extensive experimental results from [KF84] showed that 
for LPC analysis with order 10, which implies tha t 10 LSFs must be quantized per 
frame, at least 34 bits per frame are necessary to achieve an adequate quantization 
accuracy. The optimal quantizer levels for different bit allocation schemes are showm 
in Table 4.1.
The levels of a 10th order LSF quantizer for 37 bits per frame are showm in 
Table 4.2.
In Figure 4.3, two pseudo-code routines for LSF quantization and dequantization 
are shown.
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p ro c e d u re  Q u an tL S F  (R eal LSF[],Integer O rder,In teger LevelsQ) := 
for i := 0..Order
if ((z==0) or (z==8) o r  (z==9)) level=8;
else level=16;
min :=  MAXREAL;
for j  :=  0..level
e :=  (LSF[z]-QLSF[z][/c])(LSF[z]-QLSF[z][A:]); 
i f  (e <min)
min := e;
Levels[zj := k;
en d  p ro ced u re
p ro c e d u re  D eq u an tL S F  (R eal L SF[j,In teger O rder,In teger Levels]) := 
for i := 0..Order
LSF[z] :=  QLSF[z][Levels[z]]; 
en d  p ro ced u re
Figure 4.3: The Q u an tL S F  routine quantizes the LSFs, and the D e q u an tL S F  
routine de-quantizes the LSFs. QLSP is a two-dimensional array with the values of 
Table 4.2.
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Bits Allocation SNR
34 3344443333 1.39
36 3444444333 1.08
38 3444444443 0.83
40 4444544443 0.65
Table 4.1: Optimal bit allocation and Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR) for scalar quanti­
zation.
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Level
Order
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 178 210 420 752 1041 1438 2005 2286 2775 3150
1 218 235 460 844 1174 1583 2115 2410 2908 3272
2 236 265 500 910 1274 1671 2176 2480 3000 3354
3 267 295 540 968 1340 1740 2222 2528 3086 3415
4 293 325 585 1016 1407 1804 2260 2574 3159 3473
5 332 360 640 1064 1466 1855 2297 2613 3234 3531
6 378 400 705 1110 1514 1905 2333 2650 3331 3580
7 420 440 775 1155 1559 1947 2365 2689 3453 3676
8 480 850 1202 1611 1988 2394 2723
9 520 950 1249 1658 2034 2427 2758
10 560 1050 1295 1714 2081 2463 2790
11 610 1150 1349 1773 2135 2501 2830
12 670 1250 1409 1834 2193 2551 2879
13 740 1350 1498 1906 2267 2625 2957
14 810 1450 1616 2008 2369 2728 3049
15 880 1550 1808 2166 2476 2851 3197
Table 4.2: Quantizer levels for 10th order LSF vector using 37 bits per vector.
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CHAPTER 5
A SPEECH CODEC FOR REAL-TIME SPEECH COMMUNICATION
In this chapter, we present the fnU algorithm for an LPC speech codec. We also 
improve on the algorithm to work even when some compressed frames are lost during 
the transmission. Note that the codec does not require the re-transmission of lost 
packets. However, the more consecutive compressed frames are lost, the bigger is the 
degradation in the synthesized speech.
T h e  L P C  speech  codec
In Figures 5.2 and 5.3. a program that implements an LPC analyser is shown. 
In Figures 5.4 and 5.5, a program that implements an LPC synthesizer is shown. 
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 depict the structures and global variables that are used by the 
A nalyze  and S yn thesize  programs. Note that consecutive frames are overlapped 
(see Figure 5.1) during the process of LPC analysis. This approach significantly 
removes speech clipping effects from the synthesized speech. Furthermore, the LPC 
synthesizer operates as a state machine with memoiy of one previous frame. In this 
chapter, our main goal is to improve upon the LPC speech codec described in this
43
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Figure 5.1: Overlapping of consecutive frames for LPC analysis. N  is the size of 
the speech frames which are input to the LPC codec. Every frame is split into 3 
sub-frames of size N /3  each. The frames 1, 2, and 3 are three consecutive frames for 
the LPC analysis. T hat is, the frame size for LPC analysis is N” +  iV/3, and ever}' 
frame starts with the last sub-frame of the previous frame.
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section, so that the LPC synthesizer will be capable of generating new speech frames 
without input of LPC parameters, but only depending on its state. This scheme can 
be used for real-time speech communication over a network tha t does not guarantee 
packet deliver}  ̂ like the Internet.
The A nalyze program involves conversion between integers and reals (routine 
R ea l2 In teg er), and the S y n th esize  program needs to invert these conversions (rou­
tine In teger2R eal). Thus, the conversion from integer to real must use the maximum 
available precision provided by the In teg e r data type in a way that the process is 
invertible. In a digital computer, this can be achieved by the following formulas:
y  =  (5.1)
z y (5^0
X  = (5.3)gP log 2
where x, y are real numbers, z is an integer, p is the precision in bits provided by the 
In te g e r  data type, and ^  denotes rounding of a real number to the nearest integer.
The Synthesize program takes an LPCParams structure as argument which is 
supposed to be created by unpacking the bits tha t the receiver gets. The program 
also takes an LPCState structure as argument which is supposed to be initialized to 
zeros before the first time S y n th esize  is executed (for the first frame). Also note 
that the program checks whether the LPCParams structure is empty, and in that 
case, it uses the last values from the state structure. The generation of white-noise
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p ro g ra m  A nalyze (Sam ple Speech],L PC Param s p ,B y te  PackedBIock]) 
BufferSize :=  LPCFrame + (LPCFrame/3); 
j  :=  BufferSize - LPCFrame; 
fo r i := 0..LPCFrame
Buffer [j] :=  Speech[z]/MAXSAMPLE; 
j  := j  -i- 1:
LPF(Buffer,BufferSize,Output);
HPF(Output,BufferSize);
PreEm phas(Output,BufferSize); / /  pre-emphasize buffer O utpu t]
Figure 5.2: This program performs an LPC analysis on buffer Speech], fills the 
structure p with the LPC parameters, and the bvte array PackedBIock with the 
packed bits of p. The routine R ea l2 In teg e r(R ea l Number) converts a real number to 
an integer. The routine P a c k B its (s tru c tu re  s,In teger FieldOBits...,Byte Block]) 
packs a data structure s into a stream of bits using the bit allocation defined by 
arguments FieldOBits...,FieldiVBits, where N  is the number of fields in the structure.
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for i :=  0 -BufferSize
Variance :=  Variance +  Output[z]*Output[f]; 
Durbin(Pitch.ACF,PitchOrder,PitchCoeffs,Gain): 
p—̂ Gain :=  R eal2 In teger(G ain );
CalcPitchPeriod(Output,BufferSize,Period,M inPeriod,M axPeriod, Variance); 
if  (Period #  0) p—̂ -Period :=  Period;
Ham m ingW in(G utput,BufferSize); / /  apply Hamming window 
C A C F  (Output,BufferSize,LPCOrder, AGP); 
Durbin(ACF,LPCOrder,LPCCoeffs);
LPC2LSF(LPCCoeffs,LPCOrder,LSF); 
QuantLSF(LSF,LPCOrder,QuantizedLSFs); 
for i :=  0..LPCOrder
p^QuantizedLSFs[z] :=  QuantizedLSFs[z]; 
PackBits(p,PeriodBits,GainBits,PitcliCoeffBits,QuantLSFBits,PackedBIock); 
for i :=  O..BufferSize-LPCFrame
Buffer[z] :=  Buffer[z LPCFrame]; 
e n d  p ro g ra m
Figure 5.3: The analyze program  (continued).
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p ro g ra m  S yn thesize  (Sam ple Speech],L PC Param s p ,L P C S ta te  s) :: 
if  (p =  NIL)
Period :=  s—)-01dPeriod;
Gain := s—>OIdGain;
for i := O..LPCOrder LSF[f] :=  s->OLDLSF[z];
else
Period := p-4-Period;
Gain ;= Integer2R.eal(p-)-Gain) ; 
for i := 0..LPCOrder
QuantizedLSFs[z] :=  p—)-QuantizedLSFs[z]; 
DequantLSF(QuantizedLSFs,LPCOrder,LSF); 
LSF2LPC(LSF.LPCOrder,LPCCoeffs): 
for i :=  0..LPCFrame
if (Period =  0) \  al :=  W NRandom Q/M AXSAM PLEyGain; 
else
Figure 5.4: This program fills buffer Speech with a synthesized frame of speech. The 
routine In teg e r2 R ea l(In teg e r Number) converts the integer Number to a real num­
ber. The routine W N R andow m () generates a white-noise pseudo-random number.
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if  (s—>-Pitch.Ctr =  0)
Val :=  Gain: 
s—>-PitciiCtr := Period;
else
Val :=  0;
s—)-PitchCtr ^ ’tchCtr - 1;
for j  := LPCOrder-1..0 step, - i
Last Val :=  s->LaMiVals[j — 1];
Val :=  Val - LastVal*LPCCoeffs[i];
Last Val := LastVal 4- Val*LPCCoeffs[j]: 
Buffer]] :=  Val: 
for L :=  0..LPCFrame
Speech]] :=  Buffer]]*MAXSAMPLE; 
s—>01dPeriod := Period; 
s—rOldCain := Gain: 
for i := 0..LPCOrder
s^O L D L SF]] :=  LSF]]; 
end program
Figure 5.5: The synthesize program (continued).
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In te g e r  LPCOrder :=  10; / /  must be even number (recommended: 8..16) 
In te g e r  LPCFrame := 180; / /  must be dividible by 3 (recommended: 120..300) 
In te g e r  PitchOrder :=  4; / /  must be even number (recommended: 2..6) 
In te g e r  MinPeriod :=  30;
In te g e r  MaxPeriod := LPCFrame; 
s t r u c tu r e  LPCParams :=
In te g e r  Period;
In te g e r  Gain;
In te g e r  QuantizedLSFs[LPCOrder];
Figure 5.6: Structures and global variables used by the A n a ly ze  and Syn thesize  
programs. Default values for global variables are provided here, however, the user 
of this program can provide different values according to the constraints indicated 
above.
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In te g e r  PeriodBits :=  7; / /  (9)
In te g e r  GainBits :=  4; / /  (6)
In te g e r  QuantLSFBits :=  4; / /  (4)
In te g e r  TotalBits :=  PeriodBits +  GainBits 4- PitchCoeffBits 
LPCOrder*QuantLSFBits:
In te g e r  PackedBlockSize :=  TotalBits/BYTEBITS; 
s t r u c tu r e  LPCState :=
In te g e r OldPeriod;
R e a l OldGain;
R ea l OldLSF[LPCOrder];
In te g e r  PitchCtr;
R e a l Last Vais [LPCOrder];
Figure 5.7: Structures and global variables (continued).
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pseudo-random numbers (routine W N Random .) can be performed as follows: It is 
known that the distribution of the sum of 12 numbers from a uniform distribution 
follows the normal distribution [F68]. Thus, the routine W N R an d o m  generates 12 
uniform pseudo-random numbers, and returns their sum.
D ynam ic pitch tracking
The principle of pitch tracking is based on the continuity characteristic of pitch,
i.e. once a voiced segment of speech is established, its pitch varies within a limited 
narrow range. The pitch tracking principle has been used in two ways, one operating 
after the main pitch determination process as an error checking function ([RK89]), 
and the other within the main pitch determination process ensuring the estimation 
follows the correct route ([T82]).
Extended research proved that constraint conditions must be applied to the possi­
ble pitch paths, so that the continuity characteristic can be maintained. For instance, 
if a pitch path consists of pitch periods tq,Ti,T2, then the pitch tracking constraints 
are as follows:
( 1  -  a )T b  <  n  <  (1  - r  o : ) to
(1 -  a)Ti < T2 < (1 +  a)Ti (5.4)
where q is chosen according to the LPC analysis frame size. Since the frame dura­
tion is equivalent to the interval between two consecutive pitch analysis blocks, as
the frame gets larger, the next pitch could be expected to have a bigger deviation.
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According to data  given by Sundberg ([S79]), the maximum rate of change of funda­
mental frequency is in the order of 1% per ms. For a 20 ms frame size, the maximum 
frequency change would be 20%, which corresponds to a  =  0.2.
P roperties o f LSFs
The most im portant LSF property is the natural ordering of its parameters, as
mentioned earlier. This ordering property was used to speed up the LPC-to-LSF
transformation as described earlier. Moreover, the ordering property indicates tha t 
the LSFs within a frame, and from frame to frame, are highly correlated. In this 
section, we will focus on the inter-frame correlation of the LSF parameters.
To illustrate the inter-frame correlation property of the LSF vector v. Table 5.1 
presents the m atrix V  =  {r^}, where:
Ti j  =  X Vn—k,i^ Z =  1. . . . , P , k  — 1, . . . , p
Therefore, this correlation property can be used in the following three ways:
• The LSFs of the currently analyzed speech frame can be computed, as well as 
predicted, and then the error (which should be verj' small) can be capacitated 
in ver\' few bits. Two major research movements occurred in this area, the 
Switched Adaptive Inter-Frame Vector Prediction (SIVP) (see [Y88]), and the 
Speaker Adaptive Vector Quantization (SAVQ) (see [LKE88]).
• The LSFs for the current frame can be computed much faster with a veiy slight 
distortion using the previous LSF vector.
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i
k
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 0.93 0.84 0.76 0.68 0.61 0.55 0.50 0.45 0.41 0.36
2 0.89 0.75 0.63 0.54 0.46 0.38 0.32 0.27 0.22 0.18
3 0.92 0.80 0.70 0.60 0.51 0.43 0.36 0.30 0.24 0.20
4 0.92 0.82 0.73 0.64 0.56 0.49 0.43 0.37 0.32 0.27
5 0.95 0.88 0.81 0.74 0.67 0.61 0.54 0.48 0.43 0.37
6 0.94 0.85 0.77 0.69 0.62 0.56 0.49 0.44 0.38 0.33
1 0.93 0.83 0.75 0.66 0.58 0.50 0.43 0.37 0.31 0.26
8 0.91 0.81 0.72 0.64 0.56 0.49 0.43 0.37 0.32 0.28
9 0.87 0.73 0.64 0.55 0.48 0.42 0.37 0.33 0.29 0.25
10 0.82 0.66 0.57 0.50 0.44 0.38 0.34 0.30 0.27 0.24
Table 5.1: Inter-frame correlation coefficients V  for p =  10.
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•  During transmission over an unreliable network, the LSFs that correspond to 
lost packets can be computed from the previous LSF vectors, with a distortion 
that depends on how many consecutive LSF vectors are predicted from previous 
LSFs.
In Appendix A.5, the error in the prediction of the first 6 LSFs is depicted (note 
that only 10 consecutive LSFs are predicted, and then the process repeats with a 
starting original LSF value).
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CHAPTER 6
NETWORK DESIGN FOR MULTI-MEDIA REAL-TIME APPLICATIONS
In this chapter, we discuss the network-related design of an interactive multi-media 
application over a limited bandwidth, unreliable network, as the Internet is. More 
precisely, we discuss the design of the Internet protocol th a t the real-time application 
depends upon. Such a protocol is usually called real-time protocol.
First, we focus on the requirements that a network design over the Internet should 
satisfy in order to be applicable to a multi-media system. Next, we proceed to the 
definition of a real-time protocol. Note that several real-time protocols have been 
designed and used in applications, and although they all share the same name, they 
differ, slightly in some cases, and substantially in other cases. The network protocol 
described here has its origins in the Real-Time Protocol (RTP) defined in [SCFJ9S]. 
In this chapter. RTP stands for our Real-Time Protocol.
Requirem ents o f RTP
Some of the requirements of an Internet protocol for real-time applications should
be:
56
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L B o u n d e d  la tency : The protocol must be capable of returning a response 
to the requester (or client) within a definite limited time (e.g. in less than  6 
seconds). Moreover, a mechanism needs to exist to inform the client that a well 
formed request has been received within a limited time. This will be necessar\' 
to support exchanges where processing time on the receiver would exceed the 
definite limited time.
2. S im p lic ity : The protocol should be simple to understand, debug and to im­
plement on a variety of devices capable of internetworking.
3. S ca leab ility : The protocol should be designed to handle communication from 
any Internet node to any other Internet node, that is, it should support an 
unbounded number of users and serv'ers, like existing Internet protocols. Fur­
thermore, it should be easily expandable for specific real-time applications.
4. E ffic iency  in  expansions: The protocol expansion of a particular application 
should efficiently handle the task it is designed to handle.
5. S e c u rity : The protocol should be designed to ensure tha t the communicating 
nodes are who they are supposed to be and also to enable private communication 
between nodes. In other words, it should provide authentication and privacy. In 
addition, a m ajor factor for the protocol's popularity would be its compatibility 
with existing fire-wall technolog}'.
6. E a sy  d e p lo y m en t a n d  a d m in is tra tio n : The protocol should be easily de­
ployed within the existing Internet infrastructure.
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For the specific application of an Internet Phone, the principal purpose of the 
RTF protocol is to provide ordered packet deliver}', as well as define the boundaries 
of ever}' packet, since packets contain compressed data, and the packaging of data in 
lower layers might cause problems in the other end application attem pting to split 
RTP da ta  packets (especially in cases of lost and re-ordered packets). However, some 
of the above requirements are also incorporated in the RTP protocol implemented for 
future extensions of the svstem.
D efin ition o f R TF
RTP provides end-to-end network transport functions suitable for applications 
transm itting real-time data, such as interactive speech, audio, and video, over multi­
cast or unicast network services. However, RTP does not guarantee quality of service 
for real-time services. The data transport is augmented by a control protocol (RTCP) 
to allow monitoring of the data deliver}'.
The services provided by RTP include payload type identification, sequence num­
bering. timestamping, windowing for flow control, and delivery monitoring. RTP 
lies on top of the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) to make use of its error control 
and multiplexing seiwices. Both protocols contribute parts of the transport protocol 
functionality. For information on the T C P /IP  family of protocols, see [C91I], and 
[C91II].
Note that RTP itself does not provide any mechanism to ensure timely delivery 
or provide other guarantees, but relies on lower layers to do so.
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In the next sections, we formally define our approach to Real-Time Protocol design 
for interactive multi-media inter-netw'orking applications. The protocol consists of 
two closely-linked parts:
• The RTP transport protocol that carries data with real-time properties.
• The RTP control protocol that monitors the quality of service and com-eys 
information about the participants in an on-going session.
RTP is defined applying the new style of protocol design following the princi­
ples of application-level framing and integrated layer processing proposed in [CT90]. 
This allows RTP to be malleable to provide the information required by a particular 
application, and to be integrated into the application processing, rather than being 
implemented as a separate layer.
R eal-T im e Transport P rotocol (RTTP)
RTTP header
The RTTP header format is shown in Figure 6.1.
23
Bits: - 0 - 7 - 4 * ----- 8 - 2 2 ------ 44-24-31-
H eader:
-3 2 -4 7 - -4 8 -7 9 -
nTTTTTTTT1 11 rr M m  rr M 11 m  w rmTT T rrnr M I m  1 1 TT 7 rr r II1 M I u  M r
t I I 1 r r I ! ! ! 1 1 1 ! J 1 f f 111 f II II ILL M M f 1J_LJJ 1 t t ? 1 f f t t 1 r f I 1 f t f f I I !.
Field: VER LEN X PT SN TS
Figure 6.1: The format of the RTTP header.
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The RTTP header is 80 bits long which correspond to 10 bytes. The fields have 
the following meanings:
•  V E R : Version of RTP. The three least significant bits define backward compat­
ibility of the protocol, and the other five define the actual version. The current 
version is 0.0, which implies tha t this version is compatible with all versions z.O. 
A receiver must ignore RTTP packets using an incompatible version of RTP.
• LEN : Length of the RTTP packet. This includes the RTTP header, the RTTP 
header extension (if any), and the payload.
•  X: Header extension follows the RTTP header. The format of a header exten­
sion is showed in Figure 6.2. The header extension has variable length, and it 
actually allows applications to insert new application-specific fields in the RTTP 
header.
• F T : Payload type. By payload, we imply the real-time data that an RTTP 
packet carries, i.e. compressed speech parameters, or compressed video samples. 
The P T  field identifies the format of the RTTP payload and determines its 
interpretation by the application. A receiver must ignore packets with payload 
types that does not support.
• SN: Sequence number. This number increments by one for each RTTP data 
packet sent, and can be used by the receiver to detect packet loss and to restore 
packet sequence. The application is responsible for the initialization, and the 
exact interpretation of the sequence number.
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T S : Time-stamp. The time-stamp reflects the sampling time instant of the 
RTTP data. The time must be derived from a clock tha t increments mono- 
tonically and linearly in time. Moreover, the resolution of the clock must be 
sufficient for the desired accuracy in computing packet inter-arrivals. Usually, 
the system clock is the best choice for time-stamping, but an internal applica­
tion clock can also be used, especially in cases that RTTP packets are generated 
periodically. The time-stamping mechanism provides synchronization and jitte r 
calculations.
Bits: - 0 - 7 - 4 * ------8 - 2 2 ------^ ------------------------------23-(LEN-1)-
11111 n M
H eader:
JJLU-UJ.
TTTTTTTTTTTrnT
JJLUJ-LUOJLLLLLL
11 n  111 M 1 1 1 1 1 1  i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 M I r 11 r i  1 1 1 1 11 n  M 11 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 11
» » » » H  » H  I n  1 I  L L l  I t  t  1 i  u  I n  m  I n  t  f ! t  I n  f I t  t  I n  t  I t  t  t  1 t  I 1
Field: XT LEN EXT
Figure 6.2: The format of an RTTP header extension.
R eal-T im e C o n tro l P ro to c o l (R T C P )
The RTCP protocol is based on the periodic transmission of control packets to 
all participants in the session, using the same distribution mechanism as the data  
packets. The primary function of RTCP is to provide feedback on the quality of 
the d a ta  distribution. The feedback may be used by applications for several dif­
ferent decisions or determinations, however it is critical in diagnosing faults in the 
distribution. The feedback mechanism can also be used by applications for flow con-
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trol functions. An interesting usage of the RTCP services is the control of adaptive 
encodings ([BTW94],[BDS96]).
There are four different RTCP packet tv'pes to carry a variety of control informa­
tion. thus minimizing the overhead of information. These are the following:
• Sender Report (SR)
• Receiver Report (R R )
• End of connection (BYE)
• -Application-specific information (A P P )
Each RTCP packet begins with a fixed part that is the same with the RTTP packet 
header, and it contains more fields following that part. The type of RTCP packet is 
placed in the P T  field. .An application parsing an RTP packet, decides whether it is 
an RTTP packet, or an RTCP packet based on the P T  field. This means that the 
payload formats, and the RTCP packet types must all have different identifications. 
The following sections describe these types of RTCP packets.
SR RTCP packets
The format of an S R  RTCP packet is shown in Figure 6.3. Note that bits 0-63 
in this figure are in fact bits 80-143 in an S R  RTCP packet, since these fields follow 
the fixed header of an RTP packet. The fields have the following meanings:
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Bits: *---------------- 0 -3 1 ------------------ê  32 -  63-TrrrTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTrr
Header:
lijM 1 u x ii LijII1J f n f IIy I r f If t
I {w M n  1 n  111 n  n  III m i  i ii 111
I t  T t  t I f > 1 f  I I n  r I t  t I I H i _ i  n  t  I t  I t
Field: SPC  SBC
Figure 6.3: The format of an S R  RTCP packet.
• S P C : Sender Packet Count. It is the total number of RTP data packets trans­
m itted by the sender since the beginning of the session.
• SB C: Sender Byte Count. It is the total number of payload bytes transm itted 
in RTP data packets since the beginning of the session. This field can be used 
to estimate the average payload data rate.
RR RTCP packets
The format of an R R  RTCP packet is shown in Figure 6.4. Note th a t bits .0-145 
in this figure are in fact bits 80-225 in an R R  RTCP packet, since these fields follow 
the fixed header of an RTP packet. The fields have the following meanings:
• LSR: Last Sender Report. The time-stamp of the most recent RTCP sender 
report packet.
• D LSR : Delay since Last Sender Report. It is the delay between receiving the 
last S R  packet and sending this reception report. This field can be used to 
compute the round-trip propagation delay between two machines in the net-
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work. This delay can be considered as an approximate measure of distance or 
bandwidth availability, although some links have very asvunmetric delays.
• FL: Fraction Lost. The fraction of RTP data packets lost since the previous 
R R  was sent, expressed as a fixed-point number. This fraction is the number of 
packets lost divided by the number of packets expected. The number of packets 
expected is defined to be the highest sequence number received (field H S N R ), 
less the initial sequence number received.
• C PL: Cumulativ^e number of Packets Lost. The total number of RTP d a ta  
packets that have been lost since the beginning of the session. This num ber 
should be deriv^ed by subtracting the number of packets received from the num ­
ber of packets expected. Note that C P L  might become negative, if duplicate 
packets are received. In this case, it is set to zero.
• H SN R : Highest Sequence Number Received. The least significant 16 bits con­
tain the highest sequence number received in an RTP data packet, and the most 
significant 16 bits extend that sequence number with the corresponding count 
of sequence number cycles.
• J: .Jitter in inter-arrivals. It is an estimate of the statistical v'ariance of the 
RTP data  packet inter-arrival time, measured in time-stamp units. The inter­
arrival jitte r J  is defined to be the mean deviation of the difference D  in packet 
spacing at the receiver compared to the sender for a pair of packets. If bo th  
the sender and receiver use the same clock, then D  is the difference between a
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packet's time-stamp and the receiver’s clock at the tim e of arrival. If Si is the 
tim e-stam p of packet i, and Ri is the time of arrival for packet f, then for two 
packets i , j ,  D can be expressed as follows:
D{Uj) — {Rj — Ri) — {Sj — Si) — {Rj — Sj) — {Ri — Si) (6 .1)
The jitte r  ./j for a data packet i can be computed by using the difference D for 
tha t packet and the previous packet z — 1 in order of arrival (not in order of 
sequence):
Ji = Ji^i +  {\D{i -  1. z)l -  J :_ ,)/16  (6.2)
The jitte r  calculation algorithm described here is the optimal first-order esti­
m ator and the gain parameter 1/16 provides a good noise-reduction ratio while 
m aintaining a reasonable rate of convergence [Ca87]. The inter-arrival jitte r 
should be calculated continuously as each data packet is received, and when­
ever a  reception report is issued, the current jitter is sampled.
Bits: • 0-31- - 32- 63- ■ ^ 64- 71- ^ 72- 79-^
H ead er:
1111 M 111111111111 {1 i 1111 n 1 M 1 
t { 1 1 I 1 r f 1 I r t 1 t r 1 f r 1 t 11 1 1 t t 1 r 1 t t
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  rm  11 rn rrTT tTTrTTT ri
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 t t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r r 1 1 1 1 1 r 1 1 1 1 1
■I I rtTTT
1 t : r I 1 r
-m  in i
t I 1 1 M r
Field: LSR DLSR FL CPL
Bits: -̂--------------80 -111-----------------k4-------------- 1 1 2 -1 4 5 ----------------h
-
H ead er:
Field:
TTTl M 11 M M I 1 n I 1 M I I 1 I M M I I I
■1 i  I  i  t  t  t t  r L i  l _ L l  i_ l  t  I !  t I t  t I n  t t  t  t  t
i m  m  rm  M I m  III i M I m  1 1 1 i
t  t t  I t t  I I t  ! 1 t  t_ l J _ i H - i  t I t  r I I I t  t  t  t t
HSNR
Figure 6.4: The format of an R R  RTCP packet.
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BYE RTCP packets
A B Y E  packet contains only the RTP fixed header with P T = B Y E , and an 
additional field 8 bits long that specifies the reason for the end of connection, i.e. 
failure or normal termination.
APP RTCP packets
The A P P  packets are intended for use of new features as new applications are 
developed.
Im p le m e n ta tio n  o f R T P  pro tocol
In our implementation of the RTP protocol, RTTP lies on top of UDP protocol, 
and RTCP lies on top of the TCP protocol. The RTP protocol implemented does 
not support multi-casting distribution, and security mechanisms. The RTTP pro­
tocol is straightforward in its implementation, so in the next sections we focus on 
implementation issues related to RTCP.
RTCP packet sending and packet receiving
An RTP session participant must maintain a state environment, composed of the 
following variables (for multi-casting sessions more pieces of state  should be used):
• tp : The last time an RTCP packet was transmitted.
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•  te: The current time.
• tn : The next scheduled transmission time of an RTCP packet.
• sent: Flag that is true if the application has sent data since the second previous 
RTCP report was transmitted, and false otherwise.
•  initied: Flag that is true if the application has not yet send an RTCP packet, 
and false otherwise.
Upon joining a session, a participant initializes tp  and tc  to zero, s e n t to false, 
and in itia l to true. The tn  variable is set to the initial RTCP transmission interval 
(see Section 6). This means that a transmission tim er is set which expires at time tn .
Figures 6.5. 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8 show constants, variables, and structures used by 
several RTCP procedures described in the next sections.
Computing the RTCP transmission interval
The RTCP transmission interval for the RTCP packet i is computes as follows:
1. If the participant has not yet sent an RTCP packet ( in itia l is true), then variable 
C is set to 2 seconds, else to 4 seconds.
2. If the participant is a sender (sent is true), then Ti =  0.25C, else Ti =  0.75C.
This procedure results in a deterministic interval which gives 25% of the RTCP band­
width to senders and the rest 75% to receivers. For randomized procedures, that also 
cover the multi-casting session scenario, see [FJ94].
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C o n s ta n t RTP_VER :=  0: / /  current RTP version
/ /  payload types
C o n s ta n t RTP_ LPC :=  101;
C o n s ta n t RTP_ VIDEO :=  102;
/ /  RTCP packet t\q)es 
C o n s ta n t RTP_ SR :=  201;
C o n s ta n t RTP_ R R  :=  202;
C o n s ta n t RTP_ BYE :=  203:
C o n s ta n t RTP_ A PP :=  204;
/ /  sequencing
C o n s ta n t RTP_ MAX_ DROPOUT := 3000; 
C o n s ta n t RTP_ M AX. MISORDER := 100;
Figure 6.5: Constants, variables, and structures used by RTCP procedures.
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s tru c tu re  RTP Header :=  / /  RTP header 
In te g e r (8) Version:
In teg e r(1 5 ) Length;
In te g e r (1) Extension;
In te g e r(8 )  Type;
In teg e r(3 2 ) SeqNo;
In teg e r(3 2 ) Time; 
s tru c tu re  RTPExtension := / /  RTP header extension 
In te g e r (8) Type;
In te g e r (16) Length:
Figure 6.6: Constants, variables, and structures used by RTCP procedures (contin­
ued).
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s t ru c tu re  SRHeader := / /  SR RTCP header 
In te g e r (32) SPC;
In teg e r(3 2 ) SBC; 
s t ru c tu re  RRHeader := / /  RR RTCP header 
In teg e r(3 2 ) LSR:
In teg e r(3 2 ) DLSR;
In te g e r (8) FL;
In te g e r (8) CPL;
In te g e r (32) HSNR;
In teg e r(3 2 ) Jitter; 
s t ru c tu re  RTCPPacket := / /  an RTCP packet 
s t ru c tu re  RTP Header; 
s t ru c tu re  RTPExtension;
Figure G.7: Constants, variables, and structures used by RTCP procedures (contin­
ued).
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u m on :=
s t ru c tu re  SRHeader; 
s t ru c tu re  RRHeader; 
s t ru c tu re  BTEHeader; 
s t ru c tu re  RTCPState :=  / /  RTCP state 
B o o lea n  Initial; / /  initial state 
In te g e r  Cycles; / /  cycles in sequence numbering 
In te g e r  BaseSeqNo; / /  base sequence number 
In te g e r  MaxSeqNo; / /  maximum sequence number seen 
In te g e r  LastBadSeqNo; / /  last bad sequence number 
In te g e r  ReceivedTotal; / /  total number of received packets 
In te g e r  Expected; / /  number of expected packets at last inten.-al 
In te g e r  Received; / /  number of received packets at last inteiwal 
In te g e r  TransTime; / /  estimated transmission time for previous packet 
In te g e r  Jitter; / /  estimated inter-arrival jitte r
Figure 6.8: Constants, variables, and structures used by RTCP procedures (contin­
ued).
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Analyzing sender and receiver reports
Cumulative counts are used in both the sender and receiver reports, so that differ­
ences can be calculated between any two reports, and measurements can be computed 
over short and long time periods. The differences between the last two reports can 
be used to estimate the recent quality of the distribution of the real-time data.
A possible calculation by a sender is the packet loss rate over the interval between 
two reception reports. The difference in the cumulative number of packets lost gives 
the number of lost packets during the specific interval.
-A.nother calculation that that can be done by the receiver is the num ber of packets 
expected during an interval. This is the difference in the highest sequence number 
received for the last two reports.
Using the two computations described above, the loss fraction over an interval can 
be found, as well as the loss rate per second that can be obtained by dividing the loss 
fraction by the difference in the timestamps (expressed in seconds).
The routine in Figure 6.9 computes the fraction of packet loss during the last 
interval.
The routine in Figure 6.10 calculates an estimate of the statistical variance of the 
RTP data inter-arrival time to be inserted in the jitter field of reception reports. The 
inter-arrival jitte r  should be updated for each incoming packet.
Note that the reception quality feedback can be useful not only for the sender of a 
session, but also for session monitors. Network managers may use profile-independent 
monitors that receive only RTCP packets and not the corresponding R TTP payload
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p ro ced u re  CalcFL(RTCPState s ,In teg er V ar LostNow.Real V ar Fraction) :=  
Received ;=  s^CycIes -f- s—?-MaxSeqNo:
Expected :=  Received -t- s—>BaseSeqNo+l;
Lost :=  Expected -  s-^Received:
ExpectedXow := Expected -  s—̂ Expected: 
s—̂-Expected := Expected;
ReceivedNow :=  s—r Received;
LostNow :=  ExpectedNow -  ReceivedNow; 
if ( (ExpectedNow =  0) or (LostNow=0) )
Fraction := 0;
else
Fraction := LostNow/ExpectedNow; 
en d  p ro ce d u re
Figure 6.9: This procedure computes the fraction of packet loss during the last inter­
val.
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p ro ce d u re  C alcJitte r(R T C P S ta te  s ,In te g e r  Time) :=
Now :=  G etS ystem T im e();
Trans :=  Now -  Time; 
s^T ransT im e := Trans;
Diff :=  Trans -  s-^TransTime; 
if (Diff < 0)
Diff ;=  -Diff: 
s - f  Jitte r ;=  s—>Jitter-i-l/16 (Diff -  s-)-Jitter); 
en d  p ro c e d u re
Figure 6.10: This procedure computes the inter-arrival jitte r for RTP payload. The 
argument Time is the timestamp from the last packet received. The function G e t-  
S ystem T im eO  returns the current system time.
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to evaluate the performance of the network. That is the main purpose of designing 
this protocol, instead of apphing a simple sender-receiver acknowledgment scheme 
for packet loss. Especially in cases of broadcast and multicast distribution, the RTP 
protocol proves much more efficient and robust.
Maintaining packet sequencing
The routine in Figure 6.11 validates the sequence number of a newly received 
packet and updates the sequence state for the receiver. The procedure considers a 
sequence number as valid, if it is not too far ahead from the last sequence number 
received, and also, if it is not too far behind (in case of wrap-around in the sequence 
numbering). Typical values for these parameters are shown in Figure 6.5. If fifty 
packets are sent per second, then the maximum misordering tim e is two seconds, and 
the maximum dropout is one minute. Note that if two consecutive sequence numbers 
have the same value, which has been reported as bad previously, then the algorithm 
assumes that the sender restarted the process due to an extended drop-out of packets.
In a practical implementation, this routine should return a sta tus value that de­
scribes the result in processing a sequence number and provides the application with 
feedback on packet sequencing. Depending on the application, specialized algorithms 
can be used to exploit additional knowledge about the payload format for further 
validation of a sequence number.
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p ro ced u re  U pdateS eq(R T C PS tate  s,In teger SeqNo) :=
if (SeqNo =  s—J-MaxSeqNo -r 1) / /  packet is in sequence 
s^M axSeqNo := s—rMaxSeqNo 4- 1; 
if (s-rln itia l =  tru e )
InitSeq(s.SeqNo) : 
else if (Delta =  RTP_ MAX. DROPOUT) / /  packet has permissible gap 
if (SeqNo <  s->MaxSeqNo) / /  sequence number wrapped 
s—> Cycles := s-4-Cycles 4- 1; 
s^M axSeqNo := SeqNo: 
else if (Delta < MAX. INTEGER16 - RTP_ MAX. MISORDER) / /  big jump 
if (SeqNo =  s-4LastBadSeqNo) / /  the other side restarted 
InitSeq(s.SeqNo) :
else
s—̂ LastBadSeqNo :=  SeqNo; 
else : / /  duplicated or re-ordered packet 
Received ;=  s—̂ -Received 4- 1; 
end  p rocedure
Figure 6.11: This procedure updates the sequence numbering. The procedure In it-  
Seq; RTCPState s .In te g e r  SeqNo) initializes the RTCP state.
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RTCP transmission
The routine in Figure 6.12 implements the RTCP transmission rules as described 
in Section 6. It is assumed that the following functions are available:
• C aIcR T C PInterval(R T C PState  s): Computes the RTCP transmission inter­
val (see Section 6) using the RTCP state structure s.
• Schedule (In teg e r t .E vent e): Schedules an event e to occur at time t. When 
time t arrives, the routine O nE vent() is called with e as argument.
• E v en tT y p e (E v en t e): Returns the t\*pe of event e.
• PacketType(R TPH eader h): Returns the t\-pe of packet for header h.
• S endR T C P B Y E (): Sends an RTCP B Y E  packet.
• S endR T C P  SR( ) : Sends an RTCP sender report.
• S en d R T C P R R (): Sends an RTCP receiver report.
Packet loss over U D P  protocol
The packet loss on the Internet has the well-known storm behaviour, which means 
that the packet loss is severe for a very short period of time, and generally no packets 
or very few packets are lost.
-A. series of experiments were conducted to come up with a distribution of the loss 
of Internet datagrams. Experiments included a speech communication between two
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p ro c e d u re  O n E v en t (E vent e,RTCPState s) := 
if (E ven tT ype(e) =  EVENT. BYE) 
t :=  C a lcR T C P In te rv a l(s );
tn  := tp  -r t: 
if  ( tn  leq tc)
SendRTCPBYEO;
else
Schedule(tn.e); 
else if (EventType(e) =  EVENT. SR) / /  similar as above
else if (EventType(e) =  E \'E N T . RR) / /  similar as above
e n d  p ro c e d u re
Figure 6.12: The O nE  v en t procedure, which is responsible for deciding whether to 
send an RTCP report now, or to re-schedule transmission.
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users (one in Las Vegas, the other in Toronto, Canada) for ten minutes.
plot of the lost packets in time is showm in Appendix A.6, and a plot of the 
distribution of lost packets is showm in Appendix A .7.
Future extensions
The current version of the RTP protocol can be extended in the following ways:
• Multi-casting support: The protocol can be extended to support multi-conferences, 
coordinated by one or possible more central units. For this extension, several 
problems arise, such as the maintenance of active participants, and flow control 
for the central authority.
• Security: The protocol can be axpanded to provide security and authentication. 
Work in this area is found in [KA98], [S93], and [\'K83].
• Bandwidth adaptations: The statistics maintained in this version can be used 
to estimate the current available bandwidth, thus allowing the application to 
dynamically adapt to the new environmental conditions, i.e. for a speech codec 
CO decrease the bit rate, in case the available bandwidth gets smaller.
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CHAPTER 7
AN APPLICATION FOR REAL-TIME SPEECH COMMUNICATION
In this chapter, we describe the application that combines the LPC speech codec de­
scribed in Chapter 4, and the RTP protocol defined in Chapter 5, to achieve real-time 
speech communication over the Internet. A server application was also implemented 
to provide each user currently connected with all the other users th a t are also con­
nected (their IP addresses). The system can be expanded, so that the seiwer will 
operate as a monitor for multi-conferences held by groups of users.
D esign of th e  In te rn e t  P hone
LPC codec parameters
Speech was sampled at 8000 samples per second using 16 bits to store each sample. 
For speech compression, we used the default parameters of Figure 4.4. For everv" 
speech frame of 180 samples, the LPC parameters (pitch period, gain, and LSFs) 
are packed into 48 bits as shown in Chapter 5, which correspond to just 6 bytes per 
frame.
80
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LPC codec extensions
We extended the LPC codec to be able to synthesize new frames of speech de­
pending only on its current state (pitch period and LSFs from the previous frame). 
The theory from Section 4.2 was used to predict a new pitch. The LPC synthesizer 
state also includes a  table of correlation coefficients with initial entries from Table 4.1. 
The table is updated for every synthesized frame of speech.
The process of synthesizing new frames of speech in this fashion is called interpo­
lation.
Application-specific extensions to RTP
Receiver reports (R R  RTCP packets) can have the following extension (see Fig­
ure 5.2):
•  Extension Type (X T): If the most significant bit is zero, the extension contains 
a set of sequence numbers corresponding to lost packets, and the rest of the 
seven least significant bits contain the number of these sequences. If the most 
significant bit is one, then the extension contains ranges of sequence numbers 
that correspond to lost packets, and the seven least significant b its  contain the 
number of ranges (each range is described by just two numbers, beginning and 
end). A graphical representation is depicted in Figure 7.1.
Furthermore, the RTP protocol implemented for our Internet Phone maintains a 
bitmap B  of zeros and ones for every packet in the current window. During initializa-
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Figure 7.1: The format of the RTP header extension.
tion. the bitmap is filled with zeros, and is reset to zero ever}' time the RTF sequence 
scheme enters a new cycle. If a packet is received, its corresponding bit in the bitmap 
is set to one. In this way, the receiver can decide which exact packets were lost during 
transmission, and provide the sender with feedback on which packets to re-transm it.
L pon connection to another instance of the Internet Phone, an extra byte is sent 
tha t determines whether the program should try  to re-transmit lost packets or not. 
This is optional and can be set by the user of the program.
Sending speech frames and sender reports
Every RTTP data  packet is filled with a quarter of a second of compressed speech, 
that is with a stream of 2000/180 ■ 6 =  67 bytes. A sender report is sent ever}' eight 
seconds. Moreover, the sender keeps the 8 last sent data packets in a buffer for
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possible re-transmission (if enabled).
RTP data packets have a header extension of 2000/180 • 2 =  22 bits, that is 2 bits 
per every set of LPC parameters. The value of every pair of bits has the following 
meaning:
• 0: The LPC frame corresponds to beginning of a word.
• 1: The LPC frame corresponds to middle of a word.
• 2: The LPC frame corresponds to end of a word.
Recognition of words was achieved with a crude measurement similar to the 
voiced/unvoiced decision (see Chapter 2). The correctness of this decision is not 
very critical, and for our purposes, this measurement performed satisfactorily. For 
more sophisticated algorithms on this area, see [N75], [R75], and [SR76].
Receiving speech frames
A receiver report is sent every second.
L pon reception of an RTTP packet, the payload is decompressed, and placed in 
a circular queue of buffers Q in order (and not in sequence of reception). This queue 
contains enough buffers for eight seconds of speech (4 • 8 =  32 buffers), as much as 
the RTCP interval for sender reports is. The queue Q is organized into 8 sub-queues 
Q j -  j  = I— ,8. one sub-queue for each RTTP data  packet. While filling the queue, 
the application maintains a pointer n  to the next sub-queue Qn which is to be placed 
to the sound buffer of the audio driver for playing. It also maintains a pointer m  to
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the sub-queue Q ^. where a buSer was filled the last time. Finally, a  counter i for the 
number of consecutively interpolated buffers is maintained.
L pon reception of an RTTP data packet and decompression of its contents, the 
frames are put into the queue Q, and we have the following cases for each frame of 
speech that is placed into the queue:
1. If the frame is intermediate in a word, then:
(a) If Qn is completely filled, and m — n > 2, then the buffers from Qn are 
played.
(b) If Qn is not completely filled, and m — n  > 2 , and if 10 — f — f > 0 , where I 
is the number of missing buffers, then the missing buffers are interpolated 
(the RTP module is notified to mark the corresponding packets as received, 
and set their entries in the bitmap B  to one — note that if later those 
packets are received, by the definition and implementation of RTP from 
Chapter 5, these packets are ignored). Note that we ignore the fact that 
the whole word might not have been received yet.
(c) If Qn is not completely filled, and m — n  > 2, and if 10 — f — 1 < 0. then 
the buffers are all discarded, up to Qm-
(d) Otherwise, the program waits.
2. If the frame is the last one for this word, then:
(a) If Qn is completely filled, the buffers from Qn are played.
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(b) If Qn is not completely filled and 10 — i — L > 0 .  the buffers from Qn 
played (the missing buffers are interpolated).
(c) If Qn is not completely filled and 10 — z —  ̂ < 0 .  the buffers from Qn are 
discarded.
W e also have the following cases:
1. If m becomes equal to n, then the queue from sub-queue Qn is played (interpo­
lating the empty buffers) if 10 — z > 0, or discarded, if 10 — z <  0.
Note that all pointers have to wrap around after the 8th sub-queue. A graphical 
representation of this scheme is depicted in Figure 7.2. It should be clear that this 
algorithm guarantees a maximum delay of two seconds in the transmission of RTP 
data  packets, while trying to eliminate word clipping effects the best possible.
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n=7
m
Q
(i=s;
Figure 7.2: The queue used in the Internet Phone. Queue Q is composed of 8 sub­
queues Qj. j  = 1....... 8. and each subqueue has four buffers. Each buffer capacitates
a quarter of a second of speech. Gray rectangles represent filled buffers, checked rect­
angles represent interpolated buffers, and white rectangles represent empty buffers.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
C onclusions
A clear result from this work is that real-time multi-media over the Internet is 
plausible, using a low-bit rate compressor, and exploiting the real-time capabilities of 
the UDP protocol.
Local connections in Las Vegas area had a ver\^ tiny delay (close to the telephony 
delay), under any circumstances (including the network being over-loaded during 
rush hours). Farther connections, including connections between Las Vegas and Los 
Angeles, and connections between Las Vegas and Toronto, Canada, had also great 
success. International connections were also quite successful. A connection from Las 
Vegas to Hania. Greece (the distance is close to 10,000 miles) had a delay of about 1.5 
seconds on the average. Note, how^ever, that a connection of this type is practically 
the worst-case scenario.
F u tu re  w ork
Future work can be done on many areas of the currently implemented system:
87
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• S p eech  com pression : The system can support multiple bit rates, either by 
using different parameters for the LPC speech codec, or by incorporating other 
speech codecs, like waveforms codecs, or vocodecs (GSM, AD PCM, etc.)
• N e tw o rk in g : The RTP protocol can be enhanced according to the discussion 
in Section 5.7. Bandwidth adaptations can make use of the adaptive encoding 
of the speech compression system.
• S e rv e r o p e ra tio n : The operation of the server can be expanded in such a 
way as to provide coordination of the client programs, especially in multi­
conferencing, and message broad-casting. Furthermore, the seiwer can maintain 
groups of users for conference rooms, allow a monitor to prohibit certain users 
from connecting to the system, and many more control functions.
• M o re  m u lti-m ed ia : Video can also be transm itted in real-time using a low 
bit rate compressor. A draw pad is also a useful feature in a system like that, 
where the user draws a sketch on his or her machine, and the other participants 
can view it in real-time.
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T ypical plots o f speech  waveforms
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Voiced and U nvoiced speech waveforms
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Residuals of LPC  analysis and pitch p red iction
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Typical LSF trajectories
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Error in LSF vector prediction
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Packet loss plot
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Packet loss distribution
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